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7.11.2. In Transition Details Dialog

This dialog shows items' details that are in transition. It consists of two tabs, To receive and To ship.

To receive tab indicates purchase/transfer orders are being delivered currently and should be
received.

Delivery date is the expected delivery date of the item.

Item code is the product identifier, also known as SKU.

Description is the description of the item imported from the data source.

Location is the destination site, the item should be delivered to.

Qty is the item amount in transition.

Open date is the date the purchase order was placed.

Supplier is the code of the supplier which is delivering the item.

Cost is the cost of the purchase order line imported from the data source.

Order number is the PO/TO order number imported from the data source.

Depending on the data source either Delivery date or Open date should be given. If neither date is
given Streamline designates it as 'Now/unknown' and implies that the item will be delivered on the
first day of the forecast.

To ship tab displays open sales orders or backorders that should be shipped to the customers.

https://gmdhsoftware.com/documentation-sl/database-connection-data-types#lot-cost
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Delivery date is the expected delivery date of the item to your customer.

Item code is the product identifier, also known as SKU.

Description is the description of the item imported from the data source.

Location is the site, the item should be shipped from.

Qty is the item amount that should be shipped.
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